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Informed theological guide to the Jewish foundations of the Christian faith In this very readable

sequel to his popular book Our Father Abraham â€” which has sold more than 70,000 copies â€”

Marvin Wilson illuminates theological, spiritual, and ethical themes of the Hebrew scriptures that

directly affect Christian understanding and experience.Exploring Our Hebraic Heritage draws from

both Christian and Jewish commentary in discussing such topics as thinking theologically about

Abraham, understanding the God of Israel and his reputation in the world, and what it means for

humans to be created in Godâ€™s image. Wilson calls for the church to restore, renew, and protect

its foundations by studying and appreciating its origins in Judaism. Designed to serve as an

academic classroom text or for use in personal or group study, the book includes hundreds of

questions for review and discussion.
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There is a movement afoot and I good one I might submit that is seeking to understand the roots of

the faith. This implies there is a system of thought and a way of approaching Scripture that perhaps

has not been properly understood or utilized over the years. Marvin Wilson, in his excellent and

timely book Exploring our Hebraic Heritage: A Christian Thelogy of Roots and Renewal, outlines for

the reader exactly what it means to get back to a proper understanding and application of Godâ€™s

Word.This process of getting back to our roots has been labeled in many ways over the years with a

number of movements coming and going that had as their stated goal a return to our Jewish or

Hebraic roots. Some of those movements have been quite successful in their efforts to properly



define what getting to our roots means while others have I will submit been far less successful.

Outside of these movements and their various permutations, what are our root and why is getting

back to them of such importance? Does it mean we are to become Jewish to get back to our

roots?Wilson approaches these and many other related questions by first establishing what

theology is and for that matter, what theology is not. He rightly notes the difference in the Hebraic

approach to Scripture as opposed to the Greek mindset that permeates the modern approach to

many principles and concepts found in Scripture. Furthermore, Wilson aptly notes that while

systematic theology, biblical theology, and even denominational creeds and confessions are helpful,

â€œit is critical to seek to mold that system by Scripture, not Scripture by that system.

Exploring Our Hebraic Heritage, a Christian Theology of Roots and Renewal is by Marvin R Wilson,

who is Ockenga Professor of Biblical and Theological Studies at Gordon College in Massachusetts.

This actually is his second book on the subject as in 1989 he wrote Our Father Abraham, Jewish

Roots of the Christian Faith. I have often wondered why Jews and Christians are so against each

other when they share the same God and the same Scriptures. It was definitely a mystery to me, but

not so much now that I am reading Wilson's books.Wilson lays this book out in five parts. Each part

has several chapters, broken down to explain Jewish history and opinion for their 4,000 years, as

well as our 2,000 years of Christian history and opinion since the birth of Christ. Wilson claims that

Christians need Jewish texts and stories of their culture, to learn what happened when. He offers a

"call to explore and to learn more of the richness and depth of the roots of Christian faith."Wilson

believes and teaches that in order to "know and understand the Jewish origins of Christianity we

must not limit ourselves to only Christian sourcesl We need the benefit of engaging Jewish

commentaries of Scripture as well."As the church began to grow in the early first and second

centuries after Christ, differences occurred until there began to be "an adversarial relationship

between church and synagogue." If we look back through history, we will see the results of that,

even down to the Holocaust and on. Wilson urges us to remember that "despite our long and painful

adversarial relationship from the close of the biblical era through most of the twentieth century...the

areas we share in common are far greater than those teachings, beliefs, and practices that divide

us.
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